Mobile code presents a number of threats to machines that execute it. We introduce an approach for protecting machines and the resources they hold from mobile code, and describe a system based on our approach for protecting host machines from Java 1.1 applets. In our approach, each Java applet downloaded to the protected domain is rerouted t o a d e dicated machine or set of machines, the playground, at which it is executed. Prior to execution the applet is transformed to use the downloading user's web browser as a graphics terminal for its input and output, and so the user has the illusion that the applet is running on her own machine. In reality, however, mobile code runs only in the sanitized environment of the playground, where user les cannot be mounted and from which only limited network connections are a c cepted b y m achines in the protected domain. Our playground thus provides a second level of defense against mobile code that circumvents language-based defenses.
Introduction
Advances in mobile code, particularly Java, have considerably increased the exposure of networked computers to attackers. Due to the push" technologies that often deliver such code, an attacker can download and execute programs on a victim's machine without the victim's knowledge or consent. The attacker's code could conceivably delete, modify, or steal data on the victim's machine, or otherwise abuse other resources available from that machine. Moreover, mobile code sandboxes" intended to constrain mobile code have in many cases proven unsatisfactory, in that implementation errors enable mobile code to circumvent the sandbox's security mechanisms 2, 1 0 .
One of the oldest ideas in security, computer or otherwise, is to physically separate the attacker from the resources of value. In this paper we present a n o vel approach for physically separating mobile code from those resources. The basic idea is to execute the mobile code somewhere other than the user's machine, where the resources of value to the user are not available, and to force the mobile code to interact with the user only from this sanitized environment. Of course, this could be achieved by running the mobile code at the server that serves it thereby eliminating its mobility. However, the challenge is to achieve this physical separation without eliminating the bene ts derived from code mobility, in particular reducing load on the code's server and increasing performance by co-locating the code and the user.
In order to achieve this protection at an organizational level, we propose the designation of a distinguished machine or set of machines, a playground, on which all mobile code served to a protected domain is executed. That is, any mobile code pushed to a machine in this protected domain is automatically rerouted to and executed on the domain's playground. To enable the user to interact with the mobile code during its execution, the user's computer acts as a graphics terminal to which the mobile code displays its output and from which it receives its input. However, at no point i s a n y mobile code executed on the user's machine. Provided that valuable resources are not available to the playground, the mobile code can entirely corrupt the playground with no risk to the domain's resources. Our playground thus provides a second level of defense against mobile code that circumvents language-based defenses. Moreover, because the playground can be placed in close network proximity to the machines in the domain it serves, performance degradation experienced by users is minimal. There can even be many playgrounds serving a domain to balance load among them.
In this paper we report on the design and implementation of a playground for Java 1.1 applets. As described above, our system reroutes all Java applets retrieved via the web to the domain's playground, where the applets are executed using the user's browser essentially as an I O terminal. By disallowing the playground to mount protected le systems or open arbitrary network connections to domain machines|in the limit, locate the playground just outside" the domain's rewall|the domain's resources can be protected even if the playground is completely corrupted. Our system is largely transparent to users and applet developers, and in some con gurations requires no changes to web browsers in use today. While there are applets that are not suited to execution on our present playground prototype, e.g., due to performance requirements or code structure, in our experience these are a small fraction of Java applets.
As described above, the playground need not be trusted for our system to work securely. Indeed, the only trusted code that is common to all con gurations of our system is the browser itself and a small graphics server", itself a Java applet, that runs in the browser. The graphics server implements interfaces that the untrusted applet, running on the playground, calls to interact with the user. The graphics server is a simply structured piece of code, and thus should be amenable to analysis. In one con guration of our system, trust is limited to only the graphics server and the browser, but doing so requires a minor change to browsers available today. If we are constrained to using today's browsers o -the-shelf, then a w eb proxy component of our system, described in Section 3, must also be trusted.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we relate our work to previous e orts at protecting resources from hostile mobile code. We give an overview of our system in Section 3 and re ne this description in Section 4, where we describe the implementation of the system in some detail. The security of the system is discussed in Section 5, and limitations are discussed in Section 6.
Related work
There are three general approaches that have been previously proposed for securing hosts from mobile code. The rst to be deployed on a large scale for Java is the sandbox" model. In this model, Java applets are executed in a restricted execution environment the sandbox within the user's browser; this sandbox attempts to prevent the applet from performing illegal actions. This approach has met with mixed success, in that even small implementation errors can enable applets to entirely bypass the security restrictions enforced by the sandbox 2 .
The second general approach is to execute only mobile code that is trusted based on some criteria. For example, Balfanz and Felten proposed a Java lter that allows users to specify the servers from which t o accept Java applets 1 . Here the criterion by which a n applet is trusted is the server that serves it. A related approach is to determine whether to trust mobile code based on its author, which can be determined, e.g., if the code is digitally signed by the author. This is the approach adopted for securing Microsoft's ActiveX content, and is also supported for applets in JDK 1.1. Combinations of this approach and the sandbox model are implemented in JDK 1.2 4, 5 and Netscape Communicator see 15 , which enforce access controls on an applet based on the signatures it possesses or other properties. A third variation on this theme is proofcarrying code 12 , where the mobile code is accompanied by a proof that it satis es certain properties. However, these techniques have not yet been applied to languages as rich a s J a va or Java b ytecodes.
Our approach is compatible with both of the approaches described above. Our playground executes applets in sandboxes hence the name playground", and could easily be adapted to execute only trusted" applets based on any of the criteria above. Our approach provides an orthogonal defense against hostile applets, and in particular, in our system a hostile applet is still physically separated from valuable resources after circumventing these other defenses.
The third approach to securing hosts from mobile code is simply to not run mobile code. A coursegrained approach for Java is to simply disable Java in the browser. Another approach is to lter out all applets at a rewall 11 see also 10, Chapter 5 , which has the advantage of allowing applets served from behind the rewall to be executed.
Independently of our work, a system similar to ours has recently been marketed by Digitivity, Inc., a California-based company. While there are no descriptions of their system in the scienti c literature, we h a ve inferred several di erences in our systems from their web site http: www.digitivity.com, a white paper 6 , and discussions with company representatives. First, elements of the Digitivity system| notably the protocol for communication b e t ween the user's browser and their analog of the playground, and the Java Virtual Machine JVM running on their playground|are proprietary, whereas our system is built using only public, widely-used protocols and JVMs. This may enable Digitivity to better tune its system's performance, but our approach promotes greater con dence in the security of our system by exposing it to maximumpublic scrutiny and understanding. Second, our system does not require trust in certain elements of the system that, according to 6 , are trusted in their architecture. We discuss the trusted elements in our architecture in Section 5.1.1.
Architecture
The core idea in this paper is to establish a dedicated machine or set of machines called a playground at which mobile code is transparently executed, using users' browsers as I O terminals. In this section we give a n o verview of the playground and supporting architecture that we implemented for Java, deferring many details to Section 4.
To understand how our system works, it is rst necessary to understand how browsers retrieve, load, and run Java applets. When a browser retrieves a web page written in Hypertext Markup Language HTML, it takes actions based on the HTML tags in that page. One such tag is the applet tag, which might appear as follows: applet code=hostile.class ... This tag instructs the browser to retrieve and run the applet named hostile.class from the server that served this page to the browser. The applet that returns is in a format called Java bytecode, suitable for running in any JVM. This bytecode is subjected t o a b ytecode veri cation process, loaded into the browser's JVM, and executed see, e.g., 9 .
In our system, when a browser requests a web page, the request is sent t o a proxy Figure 1 , step 1. The proxy forwards the request to the end server step 2 and receives the requested page step 3. As the page is received, the proxy parses it to identify all applet tags on the returning page, and for each applet tag so identi ed, the proxy replaces the named applet with the name of a trusted graphics server applet stored locally to the browser i.e., stored in a directory named by the CLASSPATH environment v ariable. The proxy then sends this modi ed page back t o t h e browser step 4, which loads the graphics server applet upon receiving the page. For each applet tag the proxy identi ed, the proxy retrieves the named applet steps 5 6 and modi es its bytecode to use the graphics server in the requesting browser for all input and output. The proxy forwards the modi ed applet to the playground step 7, where it is executed using the graphics server in the browser as an I O terminal step 8.
To summarize, there are three important components in our architecture: the graphics server applet that is loaded into the user's browser, the proxy, and the playground. None of these need be executed on the same machine, and indeed there are bene ts to executing them on di erent machines this is discussed in Section 5. The graphics server and the playground are implemented in Java, and thus can run on any J a va compliant e n vironment; the proxy is a Perl script. The same proxy can be used for multiple browsers and multiple playgrounds. In the case of multiple playgrounds, the proxy can distribute load among playgrounds for improved performance. In the following subsections, we describe the functions of these components in more detail. Security issues are discussed in Section 5.
The graphics server
In this section we give a n o verview of the graphics server that is loaded into a user's browser in place of an applet provided by a w eb server. Because the graphics server is a Java applet, we m ust introduce some Java terminology to describe it. In Java, a class is a collection of data elds and functions called methods that operate on those elds. An object is an instance of a class; at any point in time it has a state|i.e., values assigned to its data elds|that can be manipulated by i n voking the methods of that object de ned by the object's class. Classes are arranged in a hierarchy, so that a subclass can inherit elds and methods from its superclass. A running Java applet consists of a collection of objects whose methods are invoked by a runtime system, and that in turn invoke one another's methods. For more information on Java see, e.g., 3 .
Remote AWT classes
The Abstract Window T oolkit AWT is the standard API for implementing graphical user interfaces GUI in Java programs. The AWT contains classes for user input and output devices, including buttons, choice boxes, text elds, images, and a variety o f t ypes of windows, to name a few. Virtually every Java applet interacts with the user by instantiating AWT classes and invoking the methods of the objects so created.
The intuitive goal of the graphics server is to provide versions of the AWT classes whose instances can be created and manipulated from the playground. For example, the graphics server should enable a program running on the playground to create a dialog window in the user's browser, display it to the user, and be informed when the user clicks the ok" button. In the parlance of distributed object technology, such a n object|i.e., one that can be invoked from outside the virtual machine in which it resides|is called a remote object, and the class that de nes it is called a remote class. So, the graphics server, running in the user's browser, should allow other machines the playground to create and use remote AWT objects" in the user's browser for interacting with the user. Accordingly, the graphics server is implemented as a collection of remote classes, where each remote class with one exception that is described in Section 3.1.2 is a remote version of a corresponding AWT class. The modi ed Java applet running on the playground creates a collection of graphical objects in the graphics server to implement its GUI remotely, and uses stubs to interact with them see Section 3.3. To minimize the amount of code in the graphics server, each remote class is a subclass of its corresponding AWT class, which enables it to inherit many method implementations from the original AWT class. Other methods must be overridden, for example those involving event monitoring: in the remote class, methods involving the remote object's events e.g., mouse clicks on a remote button object must be adapted to pass back the event to the stubs residing in the playground JVM. In our present implementation, the remote classes employ Remote Method Invocation RMI to communicate with the playground. RMI is available on all Java 1.1 platforms, including Netscape Communicator, Internet Explorer 4.0, JDK 1.1, and HotJava 1.0.
The remote Applet class
As described in Section 3.1.1, most classes that comprise the graphics server are remote versions of AWT classes. The main exception to this is a remote version of the java.applet.Applet or just Applet class, which is the class that all Java applets must subclass. The main purpose of the Applet class is to provide a standard interface between applets and their environment. Thus, the remote version of this class serves to provide this interface between the applet running on the playground and the environment with which i t must interact, namely the user's browser. More speci cally, this class implements two t ypes of methods. First, it provides remote interfaces to the methods of the Applet class, so that applets on the playground can invoke them to interact with the user's environment. Second, this class de nes a new constructor" method for each remote AWT class see Section 3.1.1. For example, there is a constructButton method for constructing a remote button in the user's browser. This constructor returns a reference to the newly-created button, so that the remote methods of the button can be invoked directly from the playground. Similarly, there is a constructor method for each of the other remote AWT classes. When initially started, the graphics server consists of only one object, whose class is the remote Applet class, called BrowserServer.class. The applet on the playground can then invoke the methods of this object and objects so created to create the graphical user interface that it desires for the user.
The proxy
The proxy serves as the browser's and playground's interface to the web. It retrieves HTML pages for the browser and Java b ytecodes for the playground, and transforms them to formats suitable for the browser or playground to use.
When retrieving an HTML page for the browser, the proxy parses the returning HTML, identi es all applet tags in the page, and replaces them with references to the remote Applet class of the graphics server see Section 3.1.2. Thus, when the browser receives the returned HTML page it loads this remote Applet class stored locally, instead of the applet originally referenced in the page.
When retrieving a Java b ytecode le for the playground, the proxy transforms it into bytecode that interacts with the user on the browser machine while running at the playground. It does so by replacing all invocations of AWT methods with invocations of the corresponding remote AWT methods at the browser, or more precisely, with invocations of playground-side stubs for those remote AWT methods which in turn call remote AWT methods. This involves parsing the incoming bytecode and making automatic textual substitutions to change the names of AWT classes to the names of the representative stubs of the corresponding remote AWT classes. This function could instead be performed at the playground, but is performed at the proxy in our implementation.
The playground
The playground is a machine that loads modi ed applets from the proxy and executes them. As described above, the proxy modi es the applet's bytecodes so that playground-resident stubs for remote AWT methods are called instead of the non-remote AWT methods themselves. So, when a modi ed applet runs on the playground, a skeleton" of its GUI containing stubs for corresponding remote graphics objects is built on the playground. The stubs contain code for remotely invoking the remote objects' methods at the user's browser and for handling events passed back from the browser. For example, in the case of a dialog window with an ok" button, stubs for the window and for button objects are instantiated at the playground. Calls to methods having to do with displaying the window and button are passed to the remote objects at the user's browser, and button press" events are passed back to methods provided by the button's stub to handle such e v ents. These stubs are stored locally on the playground, but aside from this, the playground is con gured as a standard JVM.
A playground is a centralized resource that can be carefully administered. Moreover, investments in the playground e.g., upgrading hardware or performing enhanced monitoring can improve applet performance and security for all users in the protected domain. There can even be multiple playgrounds for load-balancing.
Implementation

An example
In order to understand how the components described in Section 3 work together, in this section we illustrate the execution of a simple applet. This example describes how the applet is automatically transformed to interact with the browser remotely, and how the graphics server and its playground-side stubs interact during applet execution. This section necessarily involves low-level detail, but the casual reader can skip ahead to Section 5 without much loss of continuity.
The applet we use for illustration is shown in Figure 2. This is a very simple but complete applet that prints the word Click!" wherever the user clicks a mouse button. For the purposes of this discussion, it implements two methods that we care about. The rst is an init method that is invoked once and registers this i.e., the applet object as one that should receive mouse click e v ents. This registration is achieved via a call to its own addMouseListener method, which it inherits from its Applet superclass. The second method it implements is a mouseClicked method that is invoked whenever a mouse click occurs. This method calls getGraphics, again inherited from Applet, to obtain a Graphics object whose methods can be called to display graphics. In this case, the mouseClicked method invokes the drawString method of the Graphics object to draw the string Click!" where the mouse was clicked. The Click applet is a standalone applet that is not intended to be executed using a remote graphics display for its input and output. Thus, when our proxy retrieves the bytecode for such an applet, the applet must be altered before being run on the playground. For one thing, the addMouseListener method invocation must somehow be passed to the browser to indicate that this playground applet wants to receive mouse events, and the mouse click e v ents must be passed back to the playground so that mouseClicked is invoked.
In our present implementation, passing this information is achieved using Java Remote Method Invocation RMI. Associated with each remote class is a stub for calling it that executes in the calling JVM. The stub is invoked exactly as any other object is, and once invoked, it marshals its parameters and passes them across the network to the remote object that services the request. Below, the stubs are described by interfaces with the su x Xface. For example, BrowserXface is the interface that is used to call the BrowserServer object of the graphics server.
RMI provides the mechanism to invoke methods remotely, but how d o w e get the Click applet to use RMI? To a c hieve this, we exploit the subclass inheritance features of Java t o i n terpose our own versions of the methods it invokes. More precisely, w e alter the Click applet to subclass our own PGApplet, rather than the standard Applet class. This is a straightforward modi cation of the bytecode for the Click applet. By changing what Click subclasses in this way, the addMouseListener method called in Figu r e 2 i s n o w the one in Figure 3 . PGApplet, shown in Figure 3 , 1 passes calls, when necessary, to the remote applet object of the graphics server described in Section 3.1.2. The addMouseListener method simply adds its argument the Click applet to an array o f mouse listeners and, if this is the rst to register, registers itself as a mouse listener at the graphics server.
This registration at the graphics server is handled by the addPGMouseListener remote method of BrowserServer, the class of the remote applet object running on the browser see Section 3.1.2. The relevant c o d e o f BrowserServer is shown in Figure 5 . Recall that BrowserServer implements the BrowserXface interface that speci es the remote methods that can be called from the playground. The addPGMouseListener method, which is one of those remote methods, records the fact that the playground applet wants to be informed of mouse events and then registers its own object as a mouse listener, so that its object's mouseClicked method is invoked when the mouse is clicked. Such a n i n vocation passes the mouse-click e v ent|or more precisely, a ref- Invokes drawString in the graphics server. public void drawStringString str, int x, int y bg.drawStringstr, x, y;
... 
Passing by reference
In the example of the previous section, all parameters that needed to be passed across the network were serializable. Object serialization refers to the ability to write the complete state of an object to an output stream, and then recreate that object at some later time by reading its serialized state from an input stream 13, 3 . Object serialization is central to remote method invocation|and thus to communication between the graphics server and the playground stubs|because it allows for method parameters to be passed to a remote method and the return value to be passed back. In the example of Section 4.1, the remote method invocation bg.drawStringstr, x, y in the PGGraphics.drawString method of Figure 4 causes no di culty because each o f str a string and x and y integers are serializable.
However, not all classes are serializable. An example is the Image class, which represents a displayable image in a platform-dependent w ay. So, while the previous invocation of bg.drawStringstr, x, y succeeds, a similar invocation bg.drawImageimg, x, y, ... fails because img an instance of Image cannot be serialized and sent to the graphics server. Even if all objects could be serialized, serializing and transmitting large or complex objects can result in substantial cost. For such reasons, an object that can be passed as a parameter to a remote method of the graphics server is generally constructed in the graphpublic class BrowserServer extends Applet implements BrowserXface, MouseListener
Reference to the MouseListener object on the playground PGMouseListenerXface ml;
Part of the BrowserXface remote interface. Invoked from the playground to add a remote MouseListener. public void addPGMouseListenerPGMouseListenerXface pml ml = pml; addMouseListenerthis;
Invoked whenever the mouse is clicked. Passes the event to the MouseListener on the playground. public void mouseClickedMouseEvent event ml.PGMouseClickednew BrowserEventevent;
Returns a remote object that encapsulates the graphics context of this applet. public BrowserGraphicsXface getBrowserGraphics Graphics g = getGraphics; return new BrowserGraphicsg;
... The constructor for this class. Calls the superclass constructor, saves the pointer to the "real" Graphics object passed in, and exports its interface to be callable from the playground. public BrowserGraphicsGraphics gx super; g = gx; UnicastRemoteObject.exportObjectthis;
Part of the BrowserGraphicsXface remote interface. Invoked from the playground to draw a string. public void drawStringString str, int x, int y g.drawStringstr, x, y;
... Figure 6 : Part of the BrowserGraphics class executes in the browser ics server originally with a corresponding stub on the playground. Then, a reference to this object in the browser is passed to graphics server routines in place of the object itself. In this way, only the object reference is ever passed over the network.
To illustrate this manner of passing objects by reference, we continue with the example of an Image. When the downloaded applet calls for the creation of an Image object, e.g., via the Applet.getImage method, our interposed PGApplet.getImage passes the arguments a URL and a string, both serializable to a remote image creation method in the graphics server. This remote method constructs the image, places it in an array of objects, and returns the array index it occupies. Playground objects then pass this index to remote graphics server methods in place of the image itself. For example, the BrowserGraphics class in the graphics server implements versions of the drawImage method that accept image indices and display the corresponding Image. Conversely, there are circumstances in which objects that need to be passed as parameters to remote methods cannot rst be created in the browser. This can be due to security reasons|e.g., the object's class is a user-de ned class that overrides methods of an AWT class|or because the class of the parameter object is unknown e.g., it is only known to implement some interface. In these circumstances, a reference is passed in the parameter's place, and method invocations intended for the object are passed back t o t h e playground object for processing. Continuing with our Image example, such callbacks" can occur when the downloaded applet applies certain image lters to an image before displaying it. One such lter is an RGBImageFilter: A subclass of RGBImageFilter denes a per-pixel transformation to apply to an image by o verriding the filterRGB method. To a void loading untrusted code in the browser, such a lter must be executed on the playground with callbacks to its filterRGB method.
In some circumstances, the need to pass objects by reference can considerably hurt performance. Continuing with the RGBImageFilter example above, ltering an image may require that every image pixel be passed from the browser to the playground, transformed by the filterRGB method, and passed back. This can result in considerable delay in rendering the image, though our experience is that this delay i s reasonable for images whose pixel values are indices into a colormap array i.e., for images that employ a n IndexColorModel.
Addressing
The previous sections described how an applet running on the playground is coerced into using the user's browser as its I O terminal. Before any I O can be performed at the browser, however, the applet running on the playground and the graphics server running in the user's browser must be able to nd each other to communicate. This is complicated by the fact that an HTML page can contain any n umber of applet tags that, when modi ed by the proxy, result in multiple instances of the graphics server running in the browser. To retain the intended function of the page, it is necessary to correctly match each applet running on the playground with its corresponding instance of the graphics server in the browser.
The addressing scheme that we use requires that the proxy make additional changes to the HTML page containing applet references prior to forwarding it to the browser. Speci cally, if the page contains an applet tag of the form applet code=hostile.class ... then the proxy not only replaces hostile.class with BrowserServer.class as described in Section 3, but also adds a parameter tag to the HTML page, like this: applet code=BrowserServer.class ... param name=ContactAddress value=address Parameter tags are tags that contain name value pairs. This one assigns an address value, which the proxy generates to be unique, to be the value of ContactAddress. The param tags that appear between an applet tag and its terminator applet , not shown are used to specify parameters to the applet when it is run. In this case, the BrowserServer.class object i.e., the remote Applet object of the graphics server; see Section 3.1.2 looks for the ContactAddress eld in its parameters and obtains the address assigned by the proxy. Once the BrowserServer object is initialized and prepared to service requests from the playground, it binds a remote reference to itself to the address assigned by the proxy; this binding is stored in an RMI name server 14 .
The proxy remembers what address it assigned to each applet tag and provides this address to the playground in a similar fashion. That is, the proxy loads applets into the playground by sending to the playground an HTML page with identical ContactAddress param tags to what it forwarded to the browser for simplicity, this step is not shown in Figure 3 . A JVM on the playground loads the referenced applets via the proxy and uses the corresponding param tags provided with each t o l o o k u p the corresponding graphics servers in the RMI name server.
Security
As discussed previously, the security goal of our system is to protect resources in the protected domain from hostile applets that are downloaded by users in that domain. We limit our attention to protecting data that users do not o er to hostile applets. Protecting data that users o er to hostile applets by, e.g., typing it into the applet's interface, must be achieved via other protections that are not our concern here though we can utilize them on our playground if available.
Requirements
Achieving strong protection for the domain's private resources relies on at least the following two distinct requirements.
1. Prevent the JVM in the user's browser from loading any classes from the network i.e., from outside the CLASSPATH. If this is achieved, then untrusted code can never be loaded into the browser unless the browser's CLASSPATH les are maliciously altered, a possibility that we do not consider here. Later in this section we describe how b y disabling network class loading, many t ypes of attacks that have been successfully mounted on JVMs are prevented by our system. 2. Prevent u n trusted applets running on the playground from accessing valuable resources. Because we assume that untrusted applets might circumvent the language-based protections on the playground, this requirement can be met only by relying on underlying operating system protections on the playground, or preferably by isolating the playground from valuable user resources.
Below w e describe alternatives for meeting these requirements in a playground system.
Preventing network class loading
Preventing network class loading by the browser can be achieved in one of two w ays in our system.
Trusted proxy One approach is to depend on the proxy to intercept and deny e n try to any classes destined for protected machines. To a c hieve this, it does not su ce for the proxy to simply rewrite applet tags in incoming HTML pages, as it already does for functional reasons as described in Section 3. For example, if the playground passes an object of an unknown class to the graphics server in the browser e.g., as a parameter to a remote method call, or if an applet tag is not rewritten by the proxy because it is disguised e.g., emitted by J a vaScript code in a page, or otherwise encoded, then the browser may request a class from the network. In this case, the proxy must intercept the request or the incoming class, and prevent the class from reaching the browser, e.g., as in 11 . The advantage of this approach is that it works with any browser o -the-shelf": it requires no changes to the browser beyond specifying the proxy as the browser's HTTP and SSL proxy, which can typically be done using a simple preferences menu in the browser. A disadvantage, however, is that the proxy becomes part of the trusted computing base of the system, and as shown in 11 , e ectively blocking classes can be costly. For this reason, the proxy must be written and maintained carefully, and we refer to this approach a s t h e trusted proxy" approach.
Untrusted proxy A second approach to preventing the browser from loading classes over the network is to directly disable network class loading in the browser. The main disadvantage of this approach is that it requires either con guration or source-code changes to all browsers in the protected domain. In particular, for most popular browsers today including Netscape Communicator and Internet Explorer 4.0, a sourcecode change seems to be required to achieve this, but we expect such c hanges to become easier as browser's security policies become more con gurable. An advantage of this approach is that it excludes the proxy from the trusted computing base of the system, and hence we call this the untrusted proxy" approach. In this approach only the browser and the graphics server classes are in the trusted computing base.
To more precisely show h o w the above approaches prevent network class loading by the browser, below we describe what causes classes to be loaded from the network and how our approaches prevent this. 1. Section 3 brie y described the process by which a browser loads an applet speci ed in an applet tag in an HTML page. As described in Sections 3 and 4.3, the proxy rewrites the code attribute of each applet tag to reference the trusted graphics server applet that is stored locally to the browser. If this rewriting fails for some reason e.g., because the applet tag is dynamically emitted by J a vaScript code, then in the untrusted proxy approach, the browser still will not issue a request for the untrusted applet. In the trusted proxy approach, the browser will issue the request, but the proxy will deny the applet's passage. 2. Once an applet is loaded and started, the applet class loader in the browser loads any classes referenced by the applet. If a class is not in the core Java library or stored locally i.e., in the directory speci ed by CLASSPATH, the applet class loader would normally retrieve the class over the network. However, in our approach, since only the graphics server applet executes in the browser, and since this applet refers only to other local classes, the applet class loader will ever need to load only local classes. 3. As described in Section 3, the modi ed applet on the playground invokes remote methods in the graphics server. Because our present implementation uses RMI to carry out these invocations, the RMI class loader can load additional classes to pass parameters and return values. As above, the RMI class loader rst looks in local directories to nd these classes before going to the network to retrieve them. It is possible that the playground applet passes an object whose class is not stored locally on the browser machine particularly if the playground is corrupted. In the trusted proxy approach, the RMI class loader goes to the network, via the proxy, to retrieve the class, but the class is detected and denied by the proxy. In the untrusted proxy approach, the RMI class loader returns an exception immediately upon determining that the class is not available locally.
Isolating untrusted applets
Once untrusted applets are diverted to the playground, security relies on preventing those applets from accessing protected resources. A rst step is for the playground's JVMs and thus the applets to execute under accounts di erent from actual users' accounts and that have few permissions associated with them. For some resources, e.g., user les available to the playground, this achieves security equivalent t o that provided by the access control mechanisms of the playground's operating system. Similarly, JVMs on the playground execute under di erent accounts, to reduce the threat of inter-JVM attacks; see Section 5.3.
If the complete compromise of the playground is feared, then further con guration of the network may provide additional defenses. For example, if network le servers are con gured to refuse requests from the playground and if machines' requests are authenticated, as with AFS 7 , then even the total corruption of the playground does not immediately lead to the compromise of user les. Similarly, if all machines in the protected domain are con gured to refuse network connections from the playground, except to designated ports reserved for browsers' graphics servers to listen, then the compromise of the playground should gain little for the attacker.
In the limit, an organization's playground can be placed outside its rewall, thereby giving applets no greater access than if they were run on the servers that served them. However, because most rewalls disallow connections from outside the rewall to inside, additional steps may be necessary so that communication can proceed uninhibited between the graphics server in the browser and the applet on the playground. In particular, RMI in Java 1.1 used in our prototype opens network connections between the browser and the playground in both directions, i.e., from the browser to the playground and vice versa. One approach to enable these connections across a rewall is to multiplex them over a single connection from the graphics server to the playground i.e., from inside to outside. This can be achieved if both the graphics server and the playground applet interpose a customized connection implementation e.g., by c hanging the SocketImplFactory, but for technical reasons this does not appear to be possible with all o -theshelf browsers e.g., it appears to work with HotJava 1.0 but not Netscape 3.0. Another alternative i s t o establish reserved ports on which graphics servers listen for connections from playground applets, and then con gure the rewall to admit connections from the playground to those ports.
RMI security
Though the requirements discussed in Section 5.1 are necessary for security in our system, they may not be su cient. In particular, RMI is a relatively new technology that could conceivably present new vulnerabilities. A rst step toward securing RMI is to support authenticated and encrypted transport, so that a network attacker cannot alter or eavesdrop on communication between the browser and the playground. This can also be achieved by i n terposing encryption at the object serialization layer see 13 .
A more troubling threat is possible vulnerabilities in the object serialization routines that are used to marshal parameters to and return values from remote method invocations. In the worst case, a corrupted playground could conceivably send a stream of bytes that, when unserialized at the browser, corrupt the type system of the JVM in the browser. Here our decision to generally pass only primitive data types e.g., integers, strings as parameters to remote method invocations see Section 4.2 would seem to be fortuitous, as it greatly limits the number structurally interesting classes that the attacker has at its disposal for attempting such an attack. However, the possibility of a vulnerability here cannot yet be ruled out, and several research e orts are presently examining RMI in an e ort to identify and correct such problems. This process of public scrutiny is one of the main advantages to building our system from public and widely used components.
Resistance to known attacks
One way to assess the security of our approach i s to examine it in the face of known attack t ypes. In this section we review several types of attack that applets can mount, and describe the extent to which our system defends against them.
Accessing and modifying protected resources
Several bugs in the type safety mechanisms of Java have provided ways for applets to bypass Java sandboxes, including some in popular browsers 2, 1 0 . These penetrations typically enable the applet to perform any operation that the operating system allows, including reading and writing the user's les and opening network connections to other machines to attack them. We a n ticipate that in the foreseeable future, type safety errors will continue to exist, and therefore we m ust presume that applets running on our playground may run unconstrained by the sandbox. However, they are still con ned by the playground operating system's protections and, ultimately, to attack only those resources available to the playground. In Section 5.1.2 we described several approaches to limit what resources are available to applets on the playground. We expect that through proper network and operating system con guration, hostile applets can be e ectively isolated from protected resources.
Denial of service In a denial of service attack, a hostile applet might disable or signi cantly degrade access to system resources such as the CPU, disk, network and interactive devices. Ladue 8 presents several such applets, e.g., that consume CPU even after the user clicks away from the applet origin page, that monopolize system locks, or that pop up windows on the user's screen endlessly. Using our Java playground, most of these applets have no e ect on the protected domain, and only a ect the playground machine. However, an applet that pops up windows endlessly causes the graphics server running in the user's browser to create an in nite stream of windows. Uncontrolled, this may prevent access to the user terminal altogether and require that the user reboot her machine or otherwise shut o her browser. One approach to defend against this is to con gure the graphics server and or the playground to limit the number or rate of window creations.
In another type of denial of service, an applet may deny service to other applets within the JVM, e.g., by killing o others' threads 8 . Although the sandbox mechanisms of most browsers are intended to separate applets in di erent w eb pages from one another, several ways of circumventing this separation have been shown 2, 8 . This can be prevented in our system if the applets for each page run in a separate JVM on the playground under a separate user account, and hence are unable to directly a ect applets from another page except by attacking the playground itself.
Violating privacy The Java security policy in browsers is geared towards maintaining user privacy by disallowing loaded applets access to any local information. In some cases, howeve r , a J a va applet can reveal a lot about a user whose browser executes it. For example, in 8 , Ladue presents an applet that uses a sendmail trick to send mail on the user's behalf to a sendmail daemon running on the applet's server. When this applet is downloaded onto a Unix host running the standard ident service, this mail identi es not only the user's IP address, but also the user's account name. In our system, the applet runs on the playground machine under an account other than the user's, and the information that it can reveal is limited only to what is available on the playground.
Limitations
In our experience, our system is transparent t o users for most applets. There are, however, applets for which our playground architecture is not transparent, and indeed our system may be unable to execute certain applets at all. In particular, the remote interface supported by the graphics server supports the passage of certain classes as parameters and return values of its remote methods. If the code running on the playground attempts to pass an object parameter whose class is an unknown subclass of the expected parameter class, then the browser is required to load that subclass to unserialize that parameter. However, because class loading from the network is prevented in our system see Section 5.1.1, the load does not complete and an exception is generated. In addition, our prototype presently does not o er transparent execution for applets that invoke methods by re ection 3, Ch. 12 . At the time of this writing, however, the number of applets that cannot be supported due to these limitations does not seem signi cant.
A second limitation of our approach is that by m o ving the applet away from the machine on which the user's browser executes, the applet's I O incurs the overhead of communicating over the network. Our experience indicates that for many applets, this cost is barely noticeable over typical local area network links such as a 10-Mbit s Ethernet. However, for applets whose output involves intensive I O operations, e.g., low-level image ltering see Section 4.2, this overhead can be considerable.
The emergence of more functional applets raises new challenges in transparently executing them on a playground. For example, one can envision a text editor applet that can be downloaded from the network and then used to edit les on disk. Such an applet is inconsistent with the sandbox policies implemented in Netscape 3.X and Internet Explorer 3.X, because network-loaded applets are not allowed to access les. However, it is possible with the more exible policies implemented in recently released versions of these products e.g., Netscape 4.0. One approach to supporting such applets in our architecture is to let an applet that is trusted e.g., due to the host that served it, or a digital signature on the applet execute directly in the browser, while untrusted applets remain con ned to the playground. Our primary direction of ongoing work is to explore this and other extensions to our playground architecture to support such applets when they become available.
Conclusion
This paper presented a novel approach to protecting hosts from mobile code and an implementation of this approach for Java applets. The idea behind our approach is to execute mobile code in the sanitized environment of an isolated machine a playground" while using the user's browser as an I O terminal. We g a ve a detailed account of the technology to allow transparent execution of Java applets separately from their graphical interface at the user's browser. Using our system, users can enjoy applets downloaded from the network, while exposing only the isolated environment of the playground machine to untrusted code. Although we presented the playground approach and technology in the context of Java and applets, other mobile-code platforms may also utilize it.
